NES Health TWS Foundation
Training and Certification Course

Explaining Basic Concepts

The NES Health Total WellNES System ("TWS") is a revolutionary application of quantum science in relation to health care. It is an elegant, intuitive, user-friendly method for understanding and explaining the interaction of energy and information within the body.

By learning how to explain the basic concepts of NES Health, you will develop a framework from which you can communicate the benefits of NES Health to others.

Understanding the Science behind NES

"...the beautiful mystery of nature is that at our most fundamental level, waves and particles are exactly what we are." Decoding the Human Body-Field

The NES Health Total WellNES system is uniquely effective because it works at the level of energy and information within the body. Though this quantum perspective is relatively new in health care, it is a well-established scientific paradigm in the 21st century. For instance, twenty-two Nobel Prizes have been awarded in quantum physics since 1902, eight of which relate specifically to quantum electrodynamics (nobelprize.org).

While the mathematics and scientific concepts are complex, quantum physics is simply a way to explain the interconnectedness of all of life. Even without a scientific background, we can understand how waves in space can interact (space resonance), how these interactions form fields (quantum electrodynamics), and how these fields shape our world (morphogenetics).

Throughout this foundation course, you will be gently introduced to these scientific ideas as they relate to working with the NES Health Total WellNES system in a clinical setting, and health and wellness, in general.

Explaining the NES Health Total WellNES System

In simple terms, NES Health, through Infoceutical and miHealth protocols, naturally activates the body’s innate healing and detoxifying abilities, in a specific, preferred order. NES works at the energetic level of the body-field, which acts as a master control system, regulating and integrating physical, chemical, emotional, and mental aspects of the organism.
Here are some additional ideas for sharing the concepts behind NES in simple, everyday language:

1. The body runs on instructions; every cell must know what to do. NES Infoceuticals and miHealth deliver instructions to realign and repair the body’s energetic operating system. This operating system, called the Human body-field (HBF), then responds by activating the body’s holistic healing mechanisms. The Infoceuticals and miHealth are simply the delivery methods for these operating system instructions.

2. NES sends the body-field corrective information, activating its holistic and innate self-healing mechanisms, in a very specific and preferred order. Because the body-field’s priorities are revealed by ProVision, the Infoceuticals and miHealth can be used to ensure the right information flows to the right place at the right time.

3. NES uses a process of imprinting quantum data into liquid minerals (Infoceuticals) and digital code (miHealth) for delivery into the body-field at the subatomic level, activating a holistic matrix of innate healing responses.

4. NES can be thought of as a modern-day homeopathy or “quantumopathy” that is delivered in both liquid and digital forms; it stands alone in its unique essence and action, incorporating biology, Chinese medicine, quantum physics, and technology to stimulate innate and powerful holistic healing activation.

5. NES can be equated to an inner and outer “aura” that coordinates and regulates all the physiological processes of the body.

6. NES is “information software” that directs the body’s “energy hardware”. The imprinted information in the Infoceuticals act as ‘magnetic signposts’ to direct and realign the field, correcting the body’s bio information and thereby engaging and optimizing the body’s self-healing abilities.

7. NES is information as medicine. This bio energetic medicine works at a level above the physical body to bring the Human body-field closer to its perfect blueprint. NES delivers information to the field by two different mediums - the miHealth, assisting with specific energy blockages and rejuvenating the body-field; and Infoceuticals, working deeply on the cellular level to holistically correct the many layers of root causes of symptoms. The body then goes to work on its complex and sophisticated job of physical
and emotional repair. The body does the work naturally, after receiving information in the form of instructions from NES therapy.

8. Our body is made up of a community of 70 trillion cells, all having structured fields; disease within these cells is equivalent to disturbed, distorted, and scrambled information. NES corrective bio information, delivered by the miHealth and Infoceuticals, synergistically corrects this scrambled information and stops distortion, thereby allowing the body’s healing mechanisms to right the physiology and chemistry for full disease eradication potential to unfold.

How the NES Health ProVision System Differs from Other Scanning Technologies

Many popular scanning technologies rely on galvanic skin response (biofeedback), using a low voltage circuit through which questions are posed or reactions are measured to or from the body. Electrical responses are compared against a database of signature frequencies of substances (remedies, oils, supplements, etc.) that helps the practitioner design a health or nutrition program. There is no field matching to the body other than frequencies.

The NES ProVision system utilizes a matching process whereby a template of the perfect body field is compared to that of the subject, through the interaction of quantum electrodynamic (QED) fields. Through this matching process, 150 areas of bioenergetic wellness are instantly assessed and mapped in the most specific detail available. An easy to follow recommendation of Infoceuticals and miHealth applications, based on the subject’s energetic and informational priorities, is provided in connection with each scan to deliver a full set of instructions to the body.

Progressive, subsequent scans reveal wellness shifts and deeper levels of field distortion ready to be addressed.

The NES Health Total WellNES System is based on 31 years of research and development in mapping the body-field. It is the only wellness system available today that fully integrates principles of Traditional Chinese Medicine, quantum physics, biology, and technology based on detailed mapping and matching of the body-field, and in which assessment and support protocols are based on pure information and energy, adding a whole other dimension to previous frequency-only based solutions.

Infoceuticals – How They Are Made and Act
Infoceuticals consist of pure water (spring water, highly filtered and ozonated), plant-based colloidal minerals, and a slight amount of ethanol used as a preservative. As set forth in Decoding the Human Body-Field, “the process of imprinting is complex, but it involves converting the holographic information into data sets, creating large electrostatic fields, injecting photons of certain colors, and managing other physics and engineering parameters that are proprietary to NES” (Decoding, p.181).

This process of imprinting quantum data into minerals for delivery into the body at the subatomic level results in sets of instructions that act by way of magnetic vectors to realign and correct specific field distortions, based on a priority order. In simpler terms, specific priority based instructions are communicated at the cellular level, daily, correcting the body’s master control system at a very deep level.

More in-depth information on Infoceuticals is presented in the NES Foundation Certification Course, Module 1.

Infoceuticals and the miHealth – How They Differ

The Infoceuticals and miHealth interact with the body-field in different ways.

Infoceuticals, designed for daily dosing, lay down a holographic picture of energetic information on all cells with each dose. Over the course of a protocol, this holographic picture is ‘imprinted’ onto the body-field, and creates a memory of the perfect correction, stimulating the body’s innate healing and detoxification systems.

In this process, many layers of the body-field are in a daily training process. This daily training of the body-field by the Infoceuticals activates many holistic and deeper corrections to address the root causes of symptoms, allopathic diagnoses, and disease patterns.

The miHealth integrates Pulsed Electromagnetic Fields (PEMF) and global scaling frequencies to deliver information digitally, in broadcast and on-body modes. The miHealth rejuvenates the body-field, realigns energetic fields, and clears informational and energetic blockages, assisting in symptom relief and laying the groundwork for the Infoceuticals to act more effectively.

The Infoceuticals and miHealth are very synergistic and yet work independently in their actions and priorities as specifically mapped out by the ProVision system. The miHealth prepares the body-field for optimum Infoceutical action and provides symptom relief, while the Infoceuticals work daily at the cellular level, correcting and repairing the deeper core factors of many health and wellness issues.
How the miHealth Differs from Other PEMF Devices

Other PEMF devices generally deliver only frequencies. This is not a comprehensive set of instructions to the body. The NES miHealth is the only device that delivers actual “sets” of information; i.e., instructions to the body, within global scaling frequencies, upon scalar electromagnetic waves. Without instructions on these frequencies, the body has only part of what it needs to activate its innate healing mechanisms.

How the miHealth Measures Energetic Imbalance

The electrodes in the miHealth device measure bio-electric skin resistance and relative areas of imbalance which then become focused portals for therapy, thereby initiating self-regulation and balancing in the body.

The skin is the outward reflection of the nervous system. The autonomic nervous system affects skin areas in relation to the sympathetic and parasympathetic innervation on the neck and pathways on the spine, as well as areas of associated peripheral asymmetries, areas of the abdomen, the segmental course of head and course of nerve cords from the midline to the periphery (derma tones), as well as along meridian pathways or on acupuncture points on a meridian.

When using the miHealth, asymmetries, i.e., areas of strong electrical skin resistance, skin redness, noise, or white areas inside of red areas that appear on the skin, indicate areas of relative imbalance and become focused portals and points for balancing and thereby healing.

The body is a dynamically changing organism and therefore measurements are relative, not static, when finding imbalanced areas or “asymmetries” for therapy. Using the miHealth device on any damp skin is never permitted.

Approaching Symptoms, Syndromes and Diagnoses

“The root cause of disease, as most complementary practitioners will tell you, is at the level of the energy and information of your body.” Decoding the Human Body-Field

The Human body-field, which governs all aspects of the physical body, can be severely disrupted throughout many layers, resulting in a breakdown in the biochemistry of the body, manifesting as diseases, syndromes, and symptoms.

However, from a NES Health perspective, we focus not on symptoms and diagnoses, but on the Human body-field as the underlying energetic
“control system” of the body, where all levels of disharmony can be addressed simultaneously.

This holistic approach supports the body’s innate and powerful self-healing mechanisms to activate deep and lasting healing - by addressing root causes, not just symptom abatement. The NES Health approach to systematically correcting energy and information provides a safe and effective method to bring the body’s whole system into balance and health, thereby eliminating syndromes and symptoms of diseases.

Quantum Effects of Intention on Outcome

“The observer is a participatory force in the world… A person’s state of consciousness matters.” Energy and Information in Nature

As Harry Massey writes in Healing Yourself and Others by Mastering Energy and Information, “belief and expectation are information -- information streams carried on the energy that you are sending out…” (Healing, p. 32). Through quantum entanglement and non-local effects, the practitioner and client connect at a deep level, and the outcome of the ProVision scan is affected by the client’s beliefs and expectations, as well as those of the practitioner.

Asking our clients about how they really feel and what they would like to have in the current moment as the scan process begins helps them focus their intention on their desired outcome.

Similarly, practitioners who exude confidence in the NES Health therapy and their own abilities, and trust that the client’s highest and best potentials for healing will always be revealed in the ProVision scan, lend a positive information stream to the process which further supports the client’s own healing intent.

Fear, doubt, and lack of confidence will also affect the outcome of the scan. It is important, therefore, to approach the scan session with complete confidence, and a calm and warm heart toward the client, trusting their own innate healing wisdom, as revealed in the ProVision scan.

Precautions

NES Health therapies are extremely safe; however, highly sensitive, frail, and severely ill clients require special care and consideration. Also, unless you are licensed to do so, do not work with individuals under the following conditions:
- Pregnant or lactating women
- Infants/children under 6 years of age
- Deep brain implants, pacemakers, and other electronic implants
- Organ transplants
- Stents
- Undiagnosed conditions or conditions of an unknown origin, or with which you are not familiar
- Mental disorders of a severe nature
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